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Abstract: This study uses bibliometric analysis to examine the scientific evolution of particle swarm
optimization (PSO) for the vehicle routing problem (VRP) over the past 20 years. Analyses were
conducted to discover and characterize emerging trends in the research related to these topics and
to examine the relationships between key publications. Through queries of the Web of Science and
Scopus databases, the metadata for these particle swarm optimization (PSO) and vehicle routing
problem (VRP) solution strategies were compared using bibliographic coupling and co-citation
analysis using the Bibliometrix R software package, and secondly with VOSViewer. The bibliometric
study’s purpose was to identify the most relevant thematic clusters and publications where PSO and
VRP research intersect. The findings of this study can guide future VRP research and underscore the
importance of developing effective PSO metaheuristics.

Keywords: particle swarm optimization; vehicle routing problem; bibliometric analysis; supply chain
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1. Introduction

PSO, or particle swarm optimization, was originally developed by Eberhart et al. [1]
for solving mathematical optimization problems. PSO is a heuristic that mimics the social
behavior of flocking birds and other animals. Particles or individuals, each with a personal
memory of previous performance, traverse a search space according to a velocity function,
updating their velocities based on the positions of other particles. The leaders or particles
that have performed best in the search space are remembered, and the fastest particle is
tracked over the course of the optimization. PSO has also been shown to be more resistant
to local minima than other heuristic optimization algorithms, particularly for problems in
which the functions are multi-modal and discontinuous.

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) is an NP-hard optimization problem that seeks
to minimize the total cost of a number of vehicles traveling from a warehouse or central
location to a set of customers (Toth and Vigo [2]). It was first identified in the literature
by Dantzig et al. [3] as the truck dispatching problem. Minimization in VRP is often
multi-objective, and usually includes factors such as distance, number of vehicles, or travel
time. VRP variants include the Capacitated VRP (CVRP), the Vehicle Routing Problem
with Time Windows (VRPTW), the Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP), the Dial-a-Ride
Problem (DARP), the Open Vehicle Routing Problem (OVRP), and the Inventory Routing
Problem (IRP). VRP applications can be found in many industries and logistical fields,
such as package delivery, supply chain management, waste management, and retailing.
As this survey demonstrates, research attention is shifting to topics of sustainability and
reverse logistics, such as those of Sarkar et al. [4–6]. With the growth of strategic research
field, research on operational applications of metaheuristics on issues such as the VRP has
continued unabated.
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Although PSO has received extensive research since its discovery in 1995, the first
main intersection between PSO and VRP research only occurred about 10 years later
(Marinakis [7]). Since then, PSO and VRP research on particle swarm optimization and
vehicle routing problem solution strategies has become a well-recognized field of study.
Despite the abundance of existing literature on particle swarm optimization, few existing
reviews consider the entirety of PSO and VRP research within the Web of Science and
Scopus databases, which means that many essential VRP-PSO publications may be left out.
This is a substantial research challenge because the production of new research relies on
the systematic review of existing research to find gaps and explore new avenues. Therefore,
there is an opportunity to provide a more comprehensive review of all PSO and VRP
publications collected from these two databases using a structured, algorithmic approach.

To the best of our knowledge, while there has been a substantial number of literature
reviews made on metaheuristic methods for the vehicle routing problem, few have included
bibliometric study as a supporting methodology, and only one has focused explicitly on
particle swarm optimization using a manual review approach. Thus, a novel research gap
exists with respect to a bibliometric review on particle swarm optimization for the vehicle
routing problem, outlined in Table 1 [7–10]:

Table 1. Research gap table for significant VRP heuristics literature review papers.

Author PSO-Exclusive Literature Survey
Type Database Analysis Bibliometric Study Main Contribution

Ferruci [8] Selective VRP problem classification

Vidal et al. [10] Selective
√

Heuristics survey

Lahyani et al. [9] Selective
√ √

VRP variant classification

Marinakis et al. [7]
√

Selective Novel variants survey

This survey
√

Comprehensive
√ √

Metadata-focused survey

This literature study looks to confirm the most relevant research questions concerning
particle swarm optimization (PSO) while applied to the vehicle routing problem (VRP).
The study systematically answers three questions: (1) Which publications have been cited
the most, (2) What sources do they cite, and (3) Which shared topics do these publications
and their references fall under? The key methods used in this study, bibliographic coupling
and co-citation analysis, help to address these inquiries.

The methodology of bibliographic coupling was developed by Kessler [11] from MIT.
It is a simple, yet effective technique for mapping relationships between publications.
This approach looks at the co-occurrence of citations between two papers and can be used
to identify knowledge communities. The idea behind this method is that if two publications
concurrently cite at least one reference, they are likely to be related. If more citations are
shared, the likelihood increases. However, a shortcoming of bibliographic coupling is
that its relationships contained within each publication can only exist up to the date of
issuance. To complement this methodology, Small [12] proposed the co-citation analysis
method. This is an extension of bibliometric coupling, where two publications are co-cited
if they are independently cited concurrently by other publications. Co-citation analysis is
more powerful than bibliographic coupling because it can identify relationships between
publications that have not been explicitly cited concurrently. These two techniques are
often used in combination to map the evolution of research trends. A brief diagram of these
two techniques is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Bibliographic coupling and co-citation analyses.

2. Methodology

The structure of this search can be seen in Figure 2. The two databases that were
selected for this bibliometric study were the Web of Science and Scopus databases, which
are widely recognized for their academic journal literature. These two databases were
queried for publications related to PSO, VRP, and their various variants from the year 2000
to 2022, so that the publication history would be long enough to examine some of the
research trends in PSO and VRP. Lastly, a bibliometric study was carried out using the
VOSViewer visualization software (van Eck et al. [13]) and the Bibliometrix R software
package (Aria et al. [14]) through bibliographic coupling and co-citation analyses. These
metadata analyses helped to identify the most relevant publications, topics, and trends.
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Figure 2. PSO + VRP bibliometric study methodology chart [3,15].

The search terms listed in Table 2 below were used for the Dimensions and Web of
Science databases.
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Table 2. Adapted search query strings.

Database Query Publications

Scopus

AUTHKEY((“particle swarm optimization” OR “PSO”)
AND (“vehicle routing” OR “vehicle routing problem”

OR “vehicle route problem” OR “vehicle route” OR
“VRP” OR “inventory routing” OR “inventory routing
problem” OR “inventory route problem” OR “inventory

route” OR “IRP”))

263

Web of Science

AK = ((“particle swarm optimization” OR “PSO”) AND
(“vehicle routing” OR “vehicle routing problem” OR

“vehicle route problem” OR “vehicle route” OR “VRP”
OR “inventory routing” OR “inventory routing

problem” OR “inventory route problem” OR “inventory
route” OR “IRP”))

81

Two types of metadata were investigated after the search query. First were the bib-
liographic coupling and co-citation metadata, and second, the Keywords Plus keywords
attached to each article. Keywords Plus is a feature adapted by both the Web of Science
(Clarivate) and Scopus (Elsevier) databases. An automated algorithm generates word sets
that relate the most to the article’s title and abstract, and these terms are then attached
to each article. For bibliometric analysis, Keywords Plus Frequency, the total number of
instances each term is found in the search results of a given query, was also analyzed.

Following these two queries, an analysis was performed at the levels of sources,
authors, and documents, which is a domain-based approach pioneered by Aria et al. [14].
The results of the bibliometric query were first analyzed according to Bradford’s law,
which is a well-known method to study the most relevant articles [16]. Then, the H-index
(Hirsch, [17]), which captures both the productivity and citation impact of the publications
of a source or author, was used to measure the academic impact of sources and their
authors. For the calculation of Lotka’s law, which is used to study author productivity
(Lotka, [18]), the total number of authors and their publications were used. The calculation
of Hirsch’s index at the author level was also performed in order to measure the academic
impact of authors. In order to identify affiliations and countries that have made the most
contributions to the field, a co-authorship network was constructed, and centrality measures
were calculated. Finally, global and local citation scores were assessed in order to identify
the most relevant publications according to bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis.
These procedures and their metrics are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Analysis methodology table for mapping the field of VRP/PSO research.

Level of Analysis Metrics

Sources Bradford’s Law, H-index, source dynamics, most relevant sources

Authors Lotka’s Law, fractional authorship, most relevant affiliations, countries

Documents Most cited documents (global and local), bibliographic coupling, co-citation, keywords
evolution

3. Results and Discussion

The literature and database searches were completed in mid-August 2022. In total,
263 articles were found from the Dimensions database and 82 articles were found from the
Web of Science Core Collection database. The publication date range for both databases
was 2004 to 2022; a summary can be seen in Table 4 below.
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Table 4. General information about the data obtained from the Scopus and Web of Science searches.

Description Results

Scopus Database Web of Science
Database

Main information about the data
Timespan 2004–2022 2004–2022
Sources 181 49
Documents 263 82
Average years since publishing 8.13 6.53
Average citations per document 17.54 36.94
References 6463 2521
Annual Growth Rate 6.29% 0%

Document types
Article 139 80
Review 0 1
Book chapter 4 0
Conference paper 120 0

Document contents
Keywords Plus (ID) 1302 146
Author’s Keywords 546 249

Authors
Authors 574 227
Authors of single-authored documents 16 2

Authors’ collaboration
Single-authored documents 19 2
Co-authors per document 3.06 3.32

3.1. Data Level: Sources

The first step of the bibliometric analysis was to investigate the sources that published
papers related to PSO and VRP. By partitioning the publications according to Bradford’s
law, which states that a group of articles ranked by citation and divided into thirds can
have a journal distribution of the form: 1 in the first group (core), y% in the second group
(zone 2), and y2% in the third group (outer) (Bradford [16]). It was possible to identify
which sources were more relevant for this study. For the Web of Science database, 30 out of
82 documents, 6 of 49 sources, and 80 of 227 authors were identified as being part of the
core group, while the Scopus database search results returned 87 out of 263 documents,
22 out of 181 sources, and 211 out of 574 authors. The majority of the core sources for both
databases were published in English, with a few exceptions for the Scopus database. The
top 10 most relevant Web of Science sources according to Bradford’s law and published
documents are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The top 10 most relevant journals to PSO/VRP found in the Web of Science search using
Bradford’s Law.

Journal Source Rank Frequency

Computers & Industrial Engineering 1 8
Expert Systems with Applications 2 8
Applied Soft Computing 3 5
Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence 4 3
Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing 5 3
Transportation Research Part E-Logistics and
Transportation Review 6 3

Annals of Operations Research 7 2
IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems 8 2
International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing
Technology 9 2

International Journal of Production Research 10 2
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Bradford’s Law, however, can be confounded by source productivity and self-citation.
In order to further investigate the sources publishing papers related to PSO and VRP,
a second metric was used: Hirsch’s index (Hirsch [17]). This metric captures both the
productivity and citation impact of the publications from a source, and is calculated as
the total number H of publications from a source that have been individually cited at
least H times. The purpose of Hirsch’s index is to eliminate outlier publications of less
relevance and prestige, so that the final result is a better measure of a source’s scientific
impact. The resulting sources with the highest h-index scores greater than 1 were found to
match the results of Table 4, and are shown in Figure 3.
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Thus, it was found that the most relevant publications related to PSO and VRP were
published by Computers & Industrial Engineering, followed by Expert Systems with
Applications and Applied Soft Computing. The results of the Hirsch’s index metric were
in agreement with the Bradford’s law metric, which indicated that these sources were the
most relevant for this study.

3.2. Data Level: Authors

The second step of the bibliometric analysis was to investigate authors who published
papers related to PSO and VRP. In order to identify which countries and affiliations were
more productive in this area, Lotka’s law (Lotka [18]) was used. This inverse square law
states that the number of authors producing a given number of publications is inversely
proportional to the rank order of the number of publications they produced. In other words,
a small number of authors produce most of the publications in any field, while a large
number of authors produce only a few publications. Specifically, Lotka’s Law calculates the
distribution of publications as XnY = C, where X is the number of authors, Y is the number
of publications produced by each author, and C is a constant. The Lotka’s coefficient, beta
(n), can be determined by fitting a regression line to a log graph of the data, and is expected
to be roughly 2 for most research fields. The results of the Lotka’s law analysis are shown
in Figure 4.
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From this figure, it can be seen that the distribution of authors for PSO/VRP is signifi-
cantly steeper than the expected curve for authors who have published only one article, and
lower than the expected curve for authors of two or more articles. For a topic that has been
researched for 20 years, this suggests that there is relatively less turnover in the field than in
other, newer topics of research. It also suggests that the same authors are publishing multiple
articles on PSO/VRP over time—an indication of the subject’s maturity.

Analysis based on Lotka’s law, however, can be confounded by co-authorship. Namely,
assuming equally divided contribution, an author who publishes a number of documents
with fewer co-authors should be more influential than an author who publishes the same
number of documents with more co-authors. In order to more accurately measure the
academic impact of an author, a second metric used by Waltman and van Eck [19], fractional
authorship, was applied. This metric takes into account both an author’s productivity
and the number of authors with whom they co-author publications, and is calculated as
Fractional Frequency

(
AUj

)n
= ∑

h∈AUj

1
n. o f CoAuthors(h) , where AUj is the set of documents

written by the author j, and h an authored document in the set AUj. The results of the
fractional authorship metric are shown in Figure 5, which lists the top 10 most influential
authors in the field.
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Additionally, mapping the information of the authors and their affiliated institutions
and countries reveals some insightful patterns in the global distribution of research in this
field (Figure 6).
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Science publication counts.

In particular, Iran, China, and Greece had the highest number of publications asso-
ciated with the most influential authors, and most of the top 10 influential authors were
affiliated with universities in these countries.

3.3. Data Level: Documents

The final step of the bibliometric analysis was to investigate which documents were
most relevant to PSO and VRP. In order to identify the most important publications in this
area, global and local citation analysis was performed for the documents in the Web of
Science database. Two metrics were used to measure the impact of publications: global
citation analysis and local citation analysis. Global citation analysis counts the number
of times a publication has been cited by other publications in the database. Local citation
analysis, however, measures publication influence based on how often it is cited by other
publications within the same research field. This becomes possible by assessing the internal
citation metadata of the search query results. Additionally, the Keywords Plus feature and
Author’s Keywords were assessed in order to identify any emerging trends in the research.
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The results for each search were first scanned for thematic relevance in order to track
the change in research subtopics over the years. This method applies the research by
Cobo et al. [20] using co-word analysis to map the strength of textual data associations
that reflect the relationships between various topics in a research field. This was done to
identify common trends and possible gaps in literature by tracking popular research topic
keywords and their changes in the distribution over time. Figure 7 shows the evolution of
these themes as the research progressed.
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The Keywords Plus terms attached to each publication in Scopus and Web of Science
databases were then visualized by splitting the progression of each database’s publications
into two separate timeframes. In this way, the change of Keywords Plus Frequencies
distributions in literature could be more clearly observed, this time by tracking the number
of publications that appeared with each instance of Keywords Plus. Figure 8 below shows
the Thematic Map for the evolution of research topics over two timeframes, as provided by
Bibliometrix and based on data from the Scopus database.
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From this figure, it can be seen that both changes in the distributions of keywords,
along with the keywords themselves, have changed between 2004–2013 and 2014–2022.
Computational complexity emerged as a new theme in 2014–2022, as newer approaches
harnessing higher computing power to solving the vehicle routing problem are investigated.
Similarly, research interest has shown a shift from exact-method mathematical models to-
wards optimization capabilities, genetic algorithms, and cost-benefit tradeoffs. This change
is likely in response to the emergence of more powerful PSO solution strategies that can
approximate VRP solutions with reasonable accuracy. Therefore, the most recent VRP and
PSO research have been increasingly focused on developing effective metaheuristics and
hybrid strategies.

The thematic evolution results for the Web of Science database search in Figure 9 show a
narrower scope due to its highly selective nature and relatively smaller number of curated articles.
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The Web of Science thematic evolution figure shows a narrower scope of results;
however, it also shows insights that are not as noticeable in its Scopus counterpart. This
is likely because the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) is a classic
variant of the VRP and has been frequently studied in the literature. Furthermore, the
terms delivery and emission emerged as new keywords in the same time period. This
is due to the increasing importance of sustainability and “green” issues in logistics and
transportation. To verify these trend possibilities, bibliometric analysis was carried out.

VOSViewer graphically represents the relevance of publications on a coordinate plane,
as shown in Figure 10 below. The closer two publications are to each other in measurable
distance, the more related they are. The higher link strength resulting in a thicker line
between two nodes is influenced by bibliographic coupling and co-citation scores. The total
link strength of each publication influences the opacity of the publication. More citations
result in larger nodes, and the color of a node is determined by the cluster it belongs to.
Node clusters are determined by the VOS Viewer software and are represented in terms of
distance and color (linked nodes that are closer together are likelier to be of the same cluster
and color). Conceptually, this shows bibliographic coupling and co-citation relationships
that cannot be illustrated in tabulated form.
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Figure 10. Bibliographic coupling documents network for the Scopus database search, 10 minimum
citations [21–38].

Bibliographic coupling was first performed on the Scopus search. Clustering was
carried out using the VOS algorithm, which automatically grouped 25 publications with the
greatest link strength into three groups. This can be seen in Table 6 above [21–43], where
unique publications not shared with Web of Science are without gray fill and found in
Table 7. Three main clusters are found in Figure 10: the most central red cluster includes the
works by Goksal et al. [40], Gong et al. [25], and Potvin et al. [36]; they considered pickup,
delivery, time windows, and evolutionary algorithms. The rightmost green cluster shows
the work of Marinakis et al. [7,30,31], who addressed hybrid genetic PSO and stochastic
demands. Ai and Kachitvichyanukul [22] introduced the GLNPSO variant to solve for
capacitated vehicle routing. Lastly, the bottom blue cluster is broadly linked to the work of
Khouadjia et al. [27]; they used PSO to solve for dynamic vehicle routing.

Table 6. Key PSO/VRP documents from the Scopus query that are bibliographically coupled, n = 25/263.

Authors Publication Title Local Citations Link Strength
Marinakis and Marinaki,
2010b [30]

A hybrid genetic—Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm for the
vehicle routing problem 178 199

Marinakis et al., 2010a [31] A hybrid particle swarm optimization algorithm for the vehicle
routing problem 141 191

Potvin, 2009 [36] State-of-the art review: Evolutionary algorithms for vehicle routing 71 145

Ahmed et al., 2018 [21] Bilayer local search enhanced particle swarm optimization for the
capacitated vehicle routing problem 11 131

Marinakis et al., 2013b [32] Particle Swarm Optimization for the vehicle routing problem with
stochastic demands 134 102

Marinakis et al., 2019 [39] A Multi-Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization for the Vehicle Routing
Problem with Time Windows 71 97

Ozsoydan and
Sipaphiogu, 2013 [35]

Heuristic solution approaches for the cumulative capacitated vehicle
routing problem 22 93

Jia et al., 2018 [26] A Dynamic Logistic Dispatching System with Set-Based Particle Swarm
Optimization 47 91

Goksal et al., 2013 [40] A hybrid discrete particle swarm optimization for vehicle routing
problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery 187 91
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Table 6. Cont.

Authors Publication Title Local Citations Link Strength

Alinaghian et al., 2017 [23] A Novel Model for the Time Dependent Competitive Vehicle Routing
Problem: Modified Random Topology Particle Swarm Optimization 17 88

Khouadjia et al., 2012 [27] A comparative study between dynamic adapted PSO and VNS for the
vehicle routing problem with dynamic requests 102 83

Marinakis et al., 2013a [29] Combinatorial neighborhood topology particle swarm optimization
algorithm for the vehicle routing problem 11 82

Xu et al., 2015 [38] A Combination of genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization
for vehicle routing problem with time windows 38 78

Norouzi et al., 2015 [33] Evaluating of the particle swarm optimization in a periodic vehicle
routing problem 39 77

Kim and Son, 2012 [28] A probability matrix based particle swarm optimization for the
capacitated vehicle routing problem 35 75

Wu et al., 2016 [41] Vehicle routing problem with time windows using multi-objective
co-evolutionary approach 14 74

Kanthavel et al., 2011 [42] Optimization of capacitated vehicle routing problem by Nested Particle
Swarm Optimization 22 74

Ai and
Kachitvichyanukul, 2009 [22]

Particle swarm optimization and two solution representations for
solving the capacitated vehicle routing problem 156 74

Chen et al., 2016 [24]
The Self-Learning Particle Swarm Optimization approach for routing
pickup and delivery of multiple products with material handling in
multiple cross-docks

34 69

Gong et al., 2012 [25] Optimizing the vehicle routing problem with time windows: A discrete
particle swarm optimization approach 145 69

Khouadjia et al., 2010 [27] Adaptive particle swarm for solving the dynamic vehicle
routing problem 15 69

Chen and Shi, 2019 [43] Neural-like encoding particle swarm optimization for periodic vehicle
routing problems 17 65

Shi et al., 2018 [37] Particle swarm optimization for split delivery vehicle routing problem 13 59
Okulewicz and
Mandziuk, 2017 [34]

The impact of particular components of the PSO-based algorithm
solving the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem 55 59

Norouzi et al., 2012 [44] A New Multi-objective Competitive Open Vehicle Routing Problem
Solved by Particle Swarm Optimization 51 16

The Scopus bibliographic coupling analysis results show that VRP research remains
a central topic in the field of supply chain management, while the PSO-based solution
strategies continue to be developed and improved. The most highly cited publications are
those that address specific problem variants, such as the VRPTW, capacitated VRP, and
those that develop new hybrid solution methods. The results demonstrate a clear shift
from OR/MS to SCM research, and a move towards developing more hybrid metaheuristic
solution strategies. This is likely in response to the increased computational power and
ability to solve more complex problems. The top publications also confirm the thematic
results from the Web of Science search.

Here, it is also important to note the disparity between the number of local database
citations and link strength. In particular, the publications with high bibliographic coupling
but fewer citations may indicate high relevance in a narrow field of research, but may be
overlooked in the mainstream. On the other hand, publications with high citation counts
but low link strength may indicate a general popularity but exert little influence on the
intellectual structure of the topic. Here, intellectual structure is defined as the topology of
the citation network. It can be assumed from the outputted network figures that a source
with high link strength, i.e., one that that cites and is cited by many other sources, will
play a more central role in the intellectual structure of its field. Furthermore, it can be
assumed that a source with few local database citations but high link strength indicates
the importance of other sources outside of the current query’s citation dataset in a more
narrow or specialized field. Finally, publications with both high citation counts and high
link strength represent a core set of publications that are highly influential in their field of
study, out of which the top 25 were selected for the above table.

In order to retrospectively confirm the key reference structure of PSO/VRP research, a
co-citation analysis was performed on the Scopus database. The results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Co-citation reference network for the Scopus database search, five minimum cita-
tions [3,15,22,45–47].

Table 7. Key co-cited PSO/VRP documents from the Scopus query, n = 12/42.

Authors Publication Title Local
Citations

Link
Strength

Kennedy and
Eberhart, 1995 [15] Particle swarm optimization 22 29

Dantzig and Ramser, 1959 [3] The truck dispatching problem 27 25
Gendreau et al., 1994 [48] A Tabu search heuristic for the vehicle routing problem 5 13
Lin, 1965 [49] Computer solutions of the traveling salesman problem 5 12
Rochat and Taillard, 1995 [50] Probabilistic diversification and intensification in local search for vehicle routing 5 11

Solomon, 1987 [47] Algorithms for the vehicle routing and scheduling problems with time
window constraints 14 11

Fisher and Jaikumar, 1981 [46] A generalized assignment heuristic for vehicle routing 6 10
Clerc, 2000 [45] Discrete particle swarm optimization illustrated by the traveling salesman problem 10 9
Ai and
Kachitvichyanukul, 2009 [22]

A particle swarm optimization for the vehicle routing problem with simultaneous
pickup and delivery 17 8

Chen et al., 2006 [43] Hybrid discrete particle swarm optimization algorithm for capacitated vehicle
routing problem 8 7

Norouzi et al., 2015 [33] Evaluating of the particle swarm optimization in a periodic vehicle routing problem 7 3

Dethloff, 2001 [51] Vehicle routing and reverse logistics: the vehicle routing problem with simultaneous
delivery and pick-up 5 2

Co-citation analysis for the Scopus search was also shown graphically in Figure 11
and tabulated in Table 7 [3,15,22,33,43,45,46,46–50]. In total, 17 references were found,
and duplicate references published in separate instances were combined with their total
citations and link strengths summed, leaving 12 key references. The somewhat sparse and
linear nature of Figure 6 also shows how most publications in the Scopus database, despite
their high number, cited relatively fewer common sources except for these core references.

As expected, the PSO paper from [15] had the highest link strength, while the truck
dispatching problem of Dantzig and Ramzer [3] had the second-highest link strength. They
form the blue cluster on the left and the red on the right, respectively. In addition, a clear
link is found in the research of Ai and Kachitvichyanukul [22], one of the introductory
papers on GLNPSO. The introduction of the nearest neighbor social structure in GLNPSO is
mirrored by the faint presence of Clerc [45] in the red cluster. Clerc [45] studied constriction
methods to ensure convergence on the optimal solution. Much of the research also sought
to incorporate traditional routing algorithms into PSO, resulting in citations of the seminal
work of Solomon [47] in the bottom left green cluster.

More interesting are the sub-problem references listed after these two essential refer-
ences: themes on Tabu search, assignment heuristics, cross-docking, hybrid metaheuristics,
and variable neighborhood search demonstrate how PSO for VRP has moved away from
exact mathematical optimization models and towards more effective and efficient meta-
heuristic solution strategies.

Next, this methodology was replicated for the Web of Science database. Figure 12
shows the bibliographic coupling network, while Figure 8 shows the co-citation network.
Tables 8 and 9, respectively, show their key publications.
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Table 8. Key bibliographically coupled PSO/VRP documents from the Web of Science query, n = 25/82.

Authors Publication Title Local Citations Link Strength
Marinakis and
Marinaki, 2010a [30]

A hybrid genetic—Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm for the
vehicle routing problem 144 190

Marinakis et al., 2010b [31] A hybrid particle swarm optimization algorithm for the vehicle routing
problem 121 181

Potvin, 2009 [36] State-of-the Art Review Evolutionary Algorithms for Vehicle Routing 60 159

Alinaghian et al., 2017 [23] A Novel Model for the Time Dependent Competitive Vehicle Routing
Problem: Modified Random Topology Particle Swarm Optimization 12 113

Marinakis et al., 2013 [32] Particle Swarm Optimization for the Vehicle Routing Problem with
Stochastic Demands 114 111

Okulewicz and
Mandziuk, 2017 [34]

The impact of particular components of the PSO-based algorithm
solving the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem 46 101

Ozsoydan and Sipahioglu,
2013 [35]

Heuristic solution approaches for the cumulative capacitated vehicle
routing problem 20 101

Okulewicz and
Mandziuk, 2019 [56]

A metaheuristic approach to solve Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem in
continuous search space 20 97

Goksal et al., 2013 [40] A hybrid discrete particle swarm optimization for vehicle routing
problem with simultaneous pickup and delivery 154 94

Wu et al., 2016 [41] Vehicle routing problem with time windows using multi-objective
co-evolutionary approach 15 94

Marinakis et al., 2019 [39] A multi-adaptive particle swarm optimization for the vehicle routing
problem with time windows 62 93

Khouadjia et al., 2012 [27] A comparative study between dynamic adapted PSO and VNS for the
vehicle routing problem with dynamic requests 83 90
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Table 8. Cont.

Authors Publication Title Local Citations Link Strength

Jia et al., 2018 [26] A Dynamic Logistic Dispatching System With Set-Based Particle Swarm
Optimization 43 87

Moghaddam et al., 2012 [57] Vehicle routing problem with uncertain demands: An advanced particle
swarm algorithm 63 83

Xu et al., 2015 [38] A Combination of Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization
for Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows 25 82

Chen et al., 2016 [53]
The Self-Learning Particle Swarm Optimization approach for routing
pickup and delivery of multiple products with material handling in
multiple cross-docks

27 79

Norouzi et al., 2012 [44] A New Multi-objective Competitive Open Vehicle Routing Problem
Solved by Particle Swarm Optimization 42 79

Belmecheri et al., 2013 [52] Particle swarm optimization algorithm for a vehicle routing problem
with heterogeneous fleet, mixed backhauls, and time windows 58 79

Norouzi et al., 2015 [33] Evaluating of the particle swarm optimization in a periodic vehicle
routing problem 32 78

Kim and Son, 2012 [28] A probability matrix based particle swarm optimization for the
capacitated vehicle routing problem 25 76

Chen and Shi, 2019 [53] Neural-like encoding particle swarm optimization for periodic vehicle
routing problems 15 75

Ai and
Kachitvichyanukul, 2009 [58]

Particle swarm optimization and two solution representations for
solving the capacitated vehicle routing problem 110 74

Gong et al., 2012 [25] Optimizing the Vehicle Routing Problem With Time Windows: A
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization Approach 112 70

Naderipour and
Alinaghian, 2016 [54]

Measurement, evaluation and minimization of CO2, NOx, and CO
emissions in the open time dependent vehicle routing problem 32 65

Norouzi et al., 2017 [55] Modified particle swarm optimization in a time-dependent vehicle
routing problem: minimizing fuel consumption 43 61

Table 9. Key co-cited PSO/VRP documents from the Web of Science query, n = 13/2517.

Authors Publication Title Local Citations Link Strength
Kennedy and Eberhart,
1995 [15] Particle swarm optimization 49 137

Dantzig and Ramzer, 1959 [3] The Truck Dispatching Problem 33 101
Ai and
Kachitvichanukul, 2009 [22]

A particle swarm optimization for the vehicle routing problem with
simultaneous pickup and delivery 30 99

Solomon, 1987 [47] Algorithms for the Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems with Time
Window Constraints 18 52

Kennedy et al., 2001 [15] Swarm Intelligence, ISBN 9781558605954 17 51
Ai and
Kachitvichyanukul, 2009 [58]

Particle swarm optimization and two solution representations for
solving the capacitated vehicle routing problem 14 49

Marinakis and
Marinaki, 2010 [31]

A hybrid particle swarm optimization algorithm for the vehicle routing
problem 13 49

Clarke, 1964 [59] Scheduling of Vehicles from a Central Depot to a Number of Delivery
Points 11 42

Marinakis and
Marinaki, 2010 [30]

A hybrid genetic—Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm for the
vehicle routing problem 12 39

Marinakis et al., 2013 [32] Particle Swarm Optimization for the Vehicle Routing Problem with
Stochastic Demands 10 33

Shi and Eberhart, 1998 [60] A modified particle swarm optimizer 10 33

The results for the Web of Science bibliographic coupling analysis in Table 8 [23,25–28,30–
35,38–41,44,52,53,53–58] and co-citation analysis in Table 9 [3,15,15,22,30–32,47,58–60] shared
with the Scopus database search are highlighted in gray. Here, it is significant to note that
although the Web of Science contains only a quarter of the publications in the Scopus database,
the Web of Science’s top 25 bibliographically coupled results are nevertheless 80% similar to
the top results of the Scopus search. Due to consistent database citation records, however, the
bibliographic coupling figure is more distinct. The same work by Marinakis et al. [7,30,31] is
seen on the far-right purple cluster, and that of Goksal [40] and Ai and Kachitvichyanukul [22] in
the central green cluster. However, this green cluster also contains the work of Kim and Son [28],
who expressed a simple solution approach by encoding directed probability matrices into
solution particles for use in standard graph theory applications. Gong et al. [25] and Potvin [36]
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are replicated in the top left blue cluster. The centricity of the research by Khouadjia [27] is
repeated in the red cluster, but two additional distal but distinct publications emerge in the
research by Norouzi et al. [33,44] and Naderipour and Alinaghian [54]. They explored periodic
and time-dependent vehicle routing, and the results of time-dependent routing on emissions,
respectively. Lastly, a new, distinct cluster is shown in the work of Okulewicz et al. [34],
Jia et al. [26], and Chen et al. [24], who deal with dynamic vehicle routing applications and
cross-docking.

Some variation exists in a higher ranking of emissions and fuel-related publications,
which were widely cited and confirmed the difference in thematic evolution between
the two databases. These results suggest that although a minor number of crossover
publications are observed between the two databases, a significant shift in focus in thematic
diversity is seen when comparing the database results. While the Web of Science displays
an additional preference for environmental and vehicle routing applications, the themes
explored in the publications found in Scopus are much more varied.

Here, a distinct advantage of the Web of Science’s curation can be seen. The normalized
citation format increased the completeness of all cited references, which was lacking in
the Scopus search results. The seminal works of Kennedy and Eberhart [15] and Dantzig
and Ramzer [3] once again take precedence, confirming the centricity of this research topic,
but several sources remain unique to each database. In particular, the Web of Science cites
a significantly higher number of contemporary sources also listed in both Tables 3 and 5.
This is likely because the Web of Science is a selective database that contains only the most
highly cited publications.

Despite its smaller size, the thematic centricity and formatting of the Web of Science
database might also be more conducive to bibliometric analysis; for example, the essential
concept of PSO inertia weight introduced by Shi and Eberhart [60] entered into the top co-cited
papers for the Web of Science database, but was not present in the Scopus database, either due to
citation formatting differences or the co-citations of other publications. The work of by Kennedy
and Eberhart [15] and Dantzig and Ramzer [3] once again appear to form the green right cluster,
but another distinct source by Clarke and Wright [59], who described vehicle scheduling from a
central depot, also appears in this cluster. Similarly, the research by Marinakis et al. [7,30,31],
Ai and Kachitvichyanukul [22], and Solomon [47] also reappear in the left red cluster. One
additional distinct source by Chen et al. [43], who dealt with hybridizing PSO with simulated
annealing to escape local optima, is found (Figure 13).
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The relatively low spread of representative citations (13/2617 at 10 minimum citations)
suggests a highly broad field of applications with fewer shared citations. The results
generally encompass a wide range of methods and applications, with specific reinforcement
in both the vehicle routing problem literature as well as the traveling salesman problem.

4. Conclusions

This study systematically reviewed and analyzed the scientific production of PSO
and VRP publications over the past 20 years to identify intellectual trends in the field.
The results of this study show that there has been a shift in research focus from OR/MS
towards SCM, and from exact methods to more hybrid metaheuristic solution strategies.
This is likely in response to the increased computational power and ability to solve more
complex problem. Furthermore, the thematic evolution results for the Web of Science
database search show a narrower scope of results; however, the Web of Science database
also shows insights that are not as noticeable in its Scopus counterpart. This is likely
because the vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) is a classic variant of
the VRP and has been frequently studied in the literature. Furthermore, the terms delivery
and emission emerged as new keywords recently. This is due to the increasing importance
of sustainability and “green” issues in logistics and transportation.

The bibliometric coupling and co-citation results also confirmed these observations,
with VRPTW and hybrid solution strategies being two of the most important topics. In ad-
dition, this study found that despite its smaller size, the top 25 bibliographically coupled
results of the Web of Science database contained 80% of Scopus’ top 25 bibliographically
coupled publications. This is likely because the Web of Science contains only highly cited
publications. While PSO and VRP often intersect, this study was able to identify a core
set of references that are highly influential in each field of study. These results provide
direction for future VRP research and underscore the significance of novel and effective PSO
metaheuristics research. The novelty of this research lies in its application of bibliometrics
to the specific field of PSO for VRP, and its identification of intellectual trends in this field.

Despite its insights, this study has several limitations. First, this study only considered
English-language publications in the Scopus and Web of Science databases. However, PSO
and VRP research is conducted all over the world and many important contributions may
have been missed as a result. Therefore, future bibliometric studies may consider a wider
range of languages and databases. Second, this study did not consider the clear influence
of PSO on other OR/MS or SCM problem domains such as scheduling or stock control.
Thus, it remains to be seen whether the intellectual trends observed in this research can also
apply to these other fields. Finally, this study only considered two bibliometric databases
(Scopus and Web of Science), which may have resulted in more limited conclusions than
those drawn from less selective and larger databases. Future bibliometric study may also
consider other database options such as the Dimensions database, which contains a wider
range of publications than both Scopus and the Web of Science, and investigate in greater
detail the differences between these databases.
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